Abstract. To decrease network link cost is one of the most important paimsrs for computer network reliability optimization design. In order to make the network cost minimum, the network link medium cost, mathematics mode of reliability and resolve algorithm must be considered when it is designed. In the paper, we present a genetic algorithm used in optimization calculation for minimizing total link-cost and increasing the reliability of the network. Executive procedures of the algorithm are described. The simulation results show that genetic algorithm provides a method to resolves the network reliability optimization problem which normal approach can not resolve. By using the maneuverable algorithm, optimization process is accelerated, efficiency is increased.
, C represents the total cost of the network, N represents the total number of nodes in the network, 
Where Ω represents all the normal state sets of the network; i l represents the medium of i -th link.
Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA)is a kind of random search algorithm based on biological natural selection and genetic stochastic. The optimal point is searched through the group search strategy and the exchange of information between individuals. It has great potential in solving complex optimization problems. 
The concrete design of genetic algorithm Gene expression. In this paper, a binary one-dimensional coding is used to determine the gene of N nodes network, which is shown in Table. 1. Table. 2, the network diagram of the node is shown in Fig. 1 . To effectively prevent GA deception occurring, the cost value of individuals in the population is arrayed in descending order.
the minimum cost of individual sorting encoding is set as 1, and the cost of the largest individual sorting coding is set as size PoP _ . Thus, the fitness function designed is as follows:
( ) ( ) ( )
Where x represents the individual position in the sort of cost; size PoP _ represents the size of population, and
The selection operation.
Use roulette selection, and the basic idea is that each gene selection probability is proportional to its fitness value. For the gene whose fitness value is k f , its selection probability is calculated as follows:
Genetic operation. The crossover operation keeps the original connectivity of the network, but it is very likely to generate the gene which can not represent the correct structure of the communication network. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the operating algorithm used to resolve such conflicts.
(2) Mutation At first, it need to determine the genes to be mutated and theirs number. Then, choose a new gene to replace the original gene fragment within the specified range, as follows: 
Simulation example
The following is a computer network reliability optimization calculation example. The mathematical model mentioned above, the cost matrix 0 C and reliability matrix 0 R of network link medium is expressed as Eq. (8) and Eq. (9).
